HOW WE START FAST AND FINISH FIRST
Speed and ﬂawless execution is what matters today. Our customers live in an
environment with a thousand moving pieces and parts, each one with its own
timeline, budget, and other associated challenges. Imperial is structured to
plug in exactly where our hundreds of sponsor and CRO clients need us.
PATIENT ENGAGEMENT

ANCILLARY SUPPLIES

Our patient engagement team started
as a site management organization, not
a marketing agency like most companies.
This gives us background, perspective,
and expertise that others do not have.

We do more than procure - our team
manages expiry, technology programming,
repackaging, and all related activities to
maximize protocol compliance. Working
hand-in-hand with your teams, we research
and deliver the most effective in-country
solutions for your study.

CREATIVE SERVICES

STUDY STARTUP

Our award-winning creative team produces
unparalleled strategies, including Web, video,
and writing for all types of clinical trials.

We have been a trusted leader in creating
and printing patient and physician facing
materials for more than 40 years.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

GLOBAL LOGISTICS

Our project managers are your
point of contact for everything with
Imperial. Their customer-centric
focus, agility, and attention to detail
assure ﬁrst-rate and faster results.

We procure, fulﬁll, and distribute more
than 50,000 shipments annually into
over 100 countries for our clients. Our
logistics team monitors and manages
your products at every step of the way.

CLINICAL TRANSLATION
SERVICES

STUDY CLOSURE SERVICES
Our proprietary Global Web Management
Portal allows your team to manage
non-monitor-related activities including
generating electronic trial master ﬁles,
distributing records directly to sites, and
requesting interim data releases in
anticipation of audits.

Our team delivers ISO-certiﬁed translations
into more than 130 languages and dialects.
Translators are vetted, in-country, clinically
experienced professionals ensuring the
highest quality and accurate translations.
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START FAST
FINISH FIRST
40 YEARS OF CLINICAL TRIAL SUPPORT

Learn more about how we can help you
execute your next clinical trial.
800.777.2591 | Connect@ImperialCRS.com | Imperialcrs.com

